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Abstract. Seismicity clusters within fault zones can be connected to the

structure, geometric complexity and size of asperities which perturb and in-

tensify the stress field in their periphery. To gain further insight into fault

mechanical processes, we study stick-slip sequences in an analog, laboratory

setting. Analysis of small scale fracture processes expressed by acoustic emis-

sions (AEs) provide the possibility to investigate how microseismicity is linked

to fault heterogeneities and the occurrence of dynamic slip events. The present

work connects X-ray computer tomography (CT) scans of faulted rock sam-

ples with spatial maps of b-values (slope of the frequency-magnitude distri-

bution), seismic moments and event densities. Our current experimental set-

up facilitates the creation of a series of stick-slips on one fault plane thus al-

lowing us to document how individual stick-slips can change the character-

istics of AE event populations in connection to the evolution of the fault struc-

ture. We found that geometric asperities identified in CT-scan images were

connected to regions of low b-values, increased event densities and moment

release over multiple stick-slip cycles. Our experiments underline several par-

allels between laboratory findings and studies of crustal seismicity, for ex-

ample, that asperity regions in lab and field are connected to spatial b-value

anomalies. These regions appear to play an important role in controlling the

nucleation spots of dynamic slip events and crustal earthquakes.
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1. Introduction

Fault systems contain geometric and structural complexities on multiple scales. The1

San Andreas fault system, for example, consists of several sub-parallel faults which ac-2

commodate the relative movement of the Pacific and North-American plates. The strain3

accumulation and release in connection with the movement of tectonic plates result in the4

creation of broad fault zones which evolve over time. The slip distribution along plate5

boundaries can be explained to first order by geometrically simple systems of planar faults6

[e. g. Ben-Zion and Sammis , 2003] but the spatial distribution of earthquake hypocenters7

reveals a picture of great complexity. Seismicity within the continental crust, which is8

connected to both frictional and fracture processes, is strongly influenced by fault zone9

geometry, segmentation, and roughness [e. g. Aki , 1979, 1984; Malin et al., 1989; Zhang10

et al., 1991; Dietrich and Smith, 2009; Powers and Jordan, 2010].11

Within the scope of this study, we investigated the connection between the spatio-12

temporal distribution of microseismicity and structural heterogeneities of fracture sur-13

faces during laboratory stick-slip experiments. In particular, we concentrated on the14

influence of geometric fault asperities, which are commonly seen as areas of increased15

fault strength and resistance to slip. The term asperity has been used in seismological16

studies to describe highly stressed, locked fault patches. These patches are observed to17

produce large co-seismic moment release during earthquake propagation but can also be18

linked to rupture nucleation and arrest [e. g. Kanamori and Stewart , 1978; Kato et al.,19

2010]. In laboratory studies, areas of increased fault strength may be connected to inflec-20

tions, unbroken asperities, as well as healed or branching faults [e. g. Scholz , 2002; Lei ,21
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2003; Lei et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2009]. We define asperities as areas of large sliding22

resistance and more specifically as load-bearing points of contact between rock surfaces23

[Jaeger and Cook , 1979] as a result, for example, of locally increased positive fault topog-24

raphy. The regions of geometric asperities can be identified using CT-scan images and25

can be connected to episodic locking, enhanced strain accumulation and fault rupture.26

Fault plane asperities have been studied at crustal and laboratory scales. The latter27

aim to mimic similar conditions to those inside of the seismogenic crust. An advantage28

of laboratory experiments is that experimental set-ups can be adapted to study isolated29

processes, e. g. the role of an asperity region in creating macroscopic slip events. Rock30

mechanics experiments have been essential in extending the understanding of physical31

processes involved in earthquake ruptures. Brace and Byerlee [1966] demonstrated that32

stick-slips during triaxial compression tests of simulated faults may be considered as analo-33

gous to earthquakes. Furthermore, the widely used rate and state friction laws were based34

on laboratory observations [Dietrich, 1978; Ruina, 1983] and have since been applied to35

describe parts of complex fault behavior.36

1.1. Acoustic emissions in laboratory experiments

Non-elastic deformation of rock specimens in the brittle regime is connected to microc-37

racking events that emit elastic waves similar to seismic waves during crustal earthquakes.38

The hypocenters and amplitudes of these acoustic emissions (AEs) have been determined39

with increasingly high accuracy and applied to the description of fracture processes of40

intact rock [e. g. Zang et al., 1998; Lei et al., 2004]. AEs show a high degree of localiza-41

tion during the initiation of catastrophic failure [Lockner et al., 1991]. Scholz [1968] and42

Amitrano [2003] demonstrated that the frequency magnitude distribution (FMD) of AEs43
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during loading of intact samples follows a power law similar to the Gutenberg-Richter44

distribution of natural seismicity with a decreasing slope (b-value) with increasing differ-45

ential stress. b-values also exhibit a characteristic minimum before the failure of intact46

rock samples that has been linked to stress-driven microcrack corrosion and coalescence47

[e. g. Main et al., 1989; Meredith et al., 1990]. The authors suggest a negative correlation48

between b-values and the level of stress.49

In addition to fracture experiments, many studies focused on the investigation of natu-50

rally and artificially created faults during triaxial compression. Amitrano and Schmittbuhl51

[2002], for example, observed a damage zone containing a gouge layer, as well as regions of52

high and low crack density during frictional sliding of rough fracture surfaces. A detailed53

micro-analysis showed many mode II cracks that accommodated the fault displacement.54

Sammonds and Ohnaka [1998] conducted experiments on saw-cut faults with pre-defined55

roughness which showed that b is related to the fractal dimension of the surface topogra-56

phy during frictional sliding with lower b-values for smoother surfaces. Thompson et al.57

[2009] showed that AE hypocenters during stick-slips on natural fracture surfaces cluster58

close to asperities. They identified asperities using both CT-scan images and AE event59

locations and suggested that asperity regions in laboratory experiments are analogous to60

locked patches of crustal faults in that they are barriers to fault slip.61

Spatial b-value mapping

The role of fault zone complexity in the creation of crustal seismicity and its connection62

to rupture nucleation spots is an area of active research. Ben-Zion and Sammis [2003]63

argued that faults evolve toward geometric simplicity with increasing total offset (“slip64

age”). The authors suggest geometrical and material heterogeneity of planar faults as a65
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mechanism that leads to complex seismicity clustering. In subduction zones, fault plane66

asperities have been identified by high seismic moment release. Corresponding aftershocks67

are suggested to create areas of high b-values [Sobiesiak et al., 2007]. The nucleation spots68

of ruptures have been linked to fault plane asperities, for example for the Parkfield section69

of the San Andreas Fault [Schorlemmer and Wiemer , 2005]. An investigation of spatial70

b-value variations along the Parkfield section revealed a pronounced low b-value anomaly71

that coincides with a fault plane asperity [Wiemer and Wyss , 1997; Schorlemmer et al.,72

2004]. This area produced also large co-seismic slip during the 2004 M=6.0 Parkfield73

earthquake [Schorlemmer and Wiemer , 2005]. A detailed mapping of fault plane asperities74

could play an important role in seismic hazard assessment. While variations in seismic75

b-values have been associated with asperities in natural faults there is a lack of additional76

data to validate this interpretation. The physical mechanisms involved in their creation77

remain unclear, for example, if low b-values are a consequence of regional fault criticality,78

or the failure of one or more large asperities on a rough fault.79

We extend previous studies by connecting detailed b-value maps with in situ fault struc-80

ture observations. While many laboratory experiments were focused on the mechanism81

of rock fracture, we put our emphasis on the analysis of AEs during stick-slip sliding.82

We created naturally faulted surfaces and observed the AE build up with approaching83

dynamic slip events as well as AEs occurring immediately after slips. AE events can be84

related to both fault morphology and branching [e. g. Lei et al., 2004; Thompson et al.,85

2009]. AE hypocenter locations and amplitudes were analyzed within the framework of a86

single fault zone, thus isolating the influence of asperities from other suggested geometrical87
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heterogeneities like fault branching. We developed a method to create several stick-slips88

on one fault to test the persistence of major asperities.89

AE patterns were related to fault heterogeneities as revealed by CT-scan images and90

microstructural analysis. In this study, results from three stick-slip experiments are pre-91

sented. Initially, we describe the mechanical details of fault creation and the following92

stick-slip events. We then show the applicability of concepts and statistical relations de-93

rived from crustal seismicity to our data, namely to the microseismicity which occurred94

in connection with stick-slips. The main part of this study is focused on the identification95

of fault plane asperities using b-values, seismic moment release, and event densities of96

AEs, and to compare it to CT-scans. Lastly we look at the evolution of the fault plane97

structure with successive stick-slip events.98

2. Method

2.1. Rock sample and loading

We present results from triaxial compression experiments conducted on three, cylindri-99

cal (40×107 mm) Westerly granite (Wg) specimens. Westerly granite, which is a good100

representative of the continental, seismogenic crust, is isotropic and consists of 28% quartz,101

33% plagioglase, 33% K-feldspar, 5% mica (3.5% biotite, 1.9% muscovite) [Chayes , 1950a]102

with an average grain size of 0.75 mm [Stesky , 1978].103

Rock fracture and frictional sliding were performed with a 4600 kN MTS servo-controlled104

loading frame and a 200 MPa pressure vessel. All experiments were conducted at previ-105

ously oven dried samples to avoid additional complexity and to facilitate the interpretation106

of results. An elastic rubber jacket was installed around the specimens to prevent any fluid107

penetration during the experiments. The axial force was measured by an external load108
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cell. Both vertical and horizontal strain were determined by local strain gauges and larger109

scale deformation braces (similar to LVDTs). The maximum displacement, which was110

limited by the strength of the rubber jacket, was ∼ 6 mm depending on the experimental111

set up and rock sample preparation. We used piezo-ceramic sensors with 1 mm thickness112

and a resonance frequency of 2 MHz for AE recording and ultra-sonic pulse generation.113

Samples were drilled from homogeneous granite blocks, without any visible cracks. The114

end surfaces were cut and ground parallel to ± 0.03–0.1 mm. For specimens Wgrn04 and115

Wgrn05, we introduced saw-cut notches in a 30◦ angle to the loading axis on opposite116

sides of the samples. An approximately 1 mm wide gap was created due to the thickness117

of the cutting disc which was filled with low friction teflon sheets. The notches provided118

a guide for fracture propagation resulting in the localization of deformation between their119

ends.120

Post experimental microanalysis of fault structure and crack network was performed us-121

ing a X-ray computer tomography system (GE Phoenix X-ray nanotom 180 NF) equipped122

with a 180 kV/15 W nanofocus tube and a digital 5 Megapixel detector. The theoretical123

resolution of CT-scans is ∼30 µm, but in practice the resolution decreases due to bound-124

ary effects, small density contrasts between different grains and limited penetration for125

large sample sizes. Scanning of samples by X-rays allows visualizing density contrasts on126

gray-scale images because the absorption of the electromagnetic waves depend on material127

contrasts (density, atomic number), thickness, and radiated X-ray energy.128

Fracture of intact rock and stick slip events on fault

We developed a three-step procedure, in which initially the intact part of the rock129

samples were fractured during axial loading at constant strain rates of ε̇ ∼ 3 ·130
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10−6s−1 (20µm/min) and confining pressure of Pc = 75 MPa (Figure 1 left). As a second131

step, we locked the fault by an increase in confining pressure to 150 MPa and during the132

final step resumed axial loading which led to a reactivation of the fault (Figure 1 right)133

in form of a series of stick-slip events. The uncertainty in stress, confining pressure and134

displacement were estimated to be 6 MPa, 0.5 MPa and 3 µm respectively. Initial experi-135

ments were conducted on completely intact samples followed by a later set of experiments136

on notched specimens. The failure process of intact samples from our earlier experiments137

(not shown) resulted in complex fault structures that contained multiple fracture surfaces.138

The introduction of notches provided a key improvement in our experimental set-up and139

ensured the reproducibility of results. The naturally developed laboratory faults had a140

simpler structure and a single fault plane with predictable orientation. This information141

could be used to optimize the locations of AE sensors on the sample periphery.142

Figure 2 shows the loading curve during fault activation of Wgrn05 with characteristic143

stick-slip behavior. We observed an initial linear increase of stress and strain which was144

followed by a growing deviation from linearity leading up to stress drop events which were145

connected to macroscopic slip of the entire fault. Six abrupt slip events with stress drops146

(∆σ) between 132–181 MPa and duration of max. 0.1 s were observed during frictional147

sliding of sample Wgrn05 (Figure 2). All slip events occurred within a differential-148

stress-window of 30 MPa between peak stresses of 266–296 MPa without any systematic149

changes in the maximum fault strength. The largest stress drop was connected to slip150

event 5. The residual stress after each of the slips decreased systematically (downward151

sloping, dashed line in Figure 2), which is likely to be connected to fault smoothing with152

successive slip events.153
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Table 1 shows loading conditions and number of slip events for the three different154

samples that were used in this study. The specimen Wgr01 had no notches but a through155

going fracture surface with natural roughness and a coefficient of friction of about 0.66.156

It produced one slip event with a large stress drop. This stress drop was preceded by157

about 60 min of frictional sliding at a consistently high differential stress level which158

was interrupted by several smaller slips. The notched samples, Wgrn04 and Wgrn05,159

produced three and six stick-slip events, respectively, with stress drops between 115–160

217 MPa. The maximum differential stress during fracture and sliding phases decreased161

from Wgr01 to Wgrn05 as a result of specimen weakening due to longer notches. The162

maximum axial displacement was between 3.0 and 4.1 mm.163

2.2. AE data

The main focus of this study was to connect AE properties (namely magnitude, den-164

sity, b-value, and location) to specific heterogeneities of the fault zone. We recorded and165

analyzed complete acoustic emission waveforms from 16 piezo-ceramic transducers with a166

resonance frequency of about 2 MHz using eight high-speed digitizer cards with 80 GByte167

internal hard disk space. The internal hard drives prevent any type of data loss due to168

downtime during streaming. Each channel was operated in a triggered mode at a sampling169

frequency of 10 MHz (corresponding to a time resolution of 0.1µs) and an amplitude reso-170

lution of 16 bits. Large deformation during fracture and shear caused significant changes171

in elastic moduli, hence also in seismic velocities. To account for these variations during172

hypocenter determination, velocities were computed every 5 to 30 s from onset times of173

high-voltage pulses transmitted by piezo-ceramic sensors. This technique improved the174
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location accuracy to about 1–4 mm. Further details about the AE-system can be found175

in Stanchits et al. [2006].176

The amplitude of each AE event was determined similarly to Zang et al. [1998]:177

A =

√√√√1

k

k∑
i=1

( ri

10
Aimax

)2

(1)178

where Aimax is the maximum amplitude of the AE waveform at each sensor, ri is the179

distance between the source and the ith receiver in millimeter and k is the total number of180

sensors used for the amplitude calculation. The computed value is an average amplitude181

for the whole array assuming elastically propagating, spherical waves of a point source,182

corrected for geometrical spreading on a 10 mm reference sphere.183

Within the framework of this study we distinguished between AEs which were described184

by their locations, magnitudes, and origin times and macroscopic, dynamic slip events with185

specific stress drops, durations, and onsets of stress drops. Dynamic slip events were asso-186

ciated with a whole set of AE events, consisting of AE- “fore-”, “main-” and “aftershocks”.187

The nucleation spots of macroscopic slip events were defined as mainshocks. They were188

easily detectable due to abrupt increases in AE rates, their temporal proximity to the189

onsets of large stress drops, their distinct waveforms as well as their large amplitudes. An190

initial mainshock selection was performed by identifying the largest magnitude AE within191

a 0.2 s time window around the onset of stress drops. This time window accounts for the192

different sampling rates and synchronization uncertainties of AE and stress data. The193

mainshock identification was then confirmed by analyzing the waveforms associated with194

slip onsets and by comparing them to a waveform of a typical AE event. The two signals195

showed very distinct characteristics (Figure 3) in terms of duration and amplitude. A196
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commonly observed AE event exhibits a burst signal of high frequency, with high, initial197

amplitudes which decay rapidly within less then 0.050 ms. AE waveforms of slip events198

generally show larger amplitudes that are clipped on all channels due to the limited dy-199

namic recording range of the AE system. The signal can have a total duration of up to200

10 ms. Right after the sliding, several aftershock AEs might be hidden in the coda of201

the large event, for which recordings were momentarily clipped by the large signal, as is202

common for actual earthquake studies. However, this temporary loss of recording ability203

did not affect our statistical studies or the identification of the mainshocks.204

In the context of a mainshock, we then defined aftershocks as AE-events in an 8 s205

time window after the origin time of the mainshock. Foreshocks were defined as AEs206

that occurred from 20 s after the previous slip until 0.2 s before the current slip event.207

For the spatial analysis of foreshocks, we selected AEs with larger magnitudes and small208

residuals from the travel-time inversion of the location algorithm to ensure the highest209

possible accuracy of hypocenter determination. We decided to choose a sufficiently small210

aftershock period to avoid any mixing of different event populations. Figure 4 shows an211

example of the AE activity binned to 0.1 s before and after the origin time of macroscopic212

slip. The AE-rates right before the slip events were low compared to aftershock rates. The213

onsets of stress drops coincided with a sharp peak in AE-rates (within sampling accuracy214

of 0.1 s for stress and AE-rate). We observed a rate decrease with time after slip until it215

reached approximately pre-slip rates.216

Based on AE amplitudes, we assigned magnitudes (M = logA) to each event on an217

experiment-specific scale and seismic moments using218

M0 = 10CM . (2)219
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Here, we chose C = 3/2 which is commonly used for real earthquake scaling relationships.220

Our analysis focused on relative, spatial variations in M0 which is why changes in C cause221

only an up or down scaling but have no influence on the detectability of spatial variations.222

Both magnitude and seismic moment were computed on an experiment-specific reference223

scale.224

Frequency-magnitude distributions of AE-events follow a power law of the form225

logN = a− bM (3)226

where b is the slope of the number of events (N) vs. magnitude (M) and a provides an227

estimate for the productivity analogous to the Gutenberg and Richter [1944] relationship.228

To compute b-values, we use the maximum-likelihood approach [Aki , 1965].229

b =
1

M −Mc

log(e) (4)230

where Mc is the magnitude of completeness estimated by the maximum curvature of the231

distribution, corrected for bin-size [Utsu, 1965; Guo and Ogata, 1997] and M is the mean232

magnitude. For a reliable b-value estimate we required distributions to contain at least233

150 AEs.234

We performed a detailed analysis of spatial AE-clusters by first projecting all AEs into235

the fault coordinate system using the best-fit fault plane vectors which are the eigenvectors236

of the covariance-matrix of AE locations obtained by singular value decomposition. We237

then computed b-value, AE event density, and moment release maps based on events238

in the proximity of the fault plane by creating a 2D grid with 0.1 mm node spacing. We239

determined b for frequency-magnitude distributions for the N (with N ≥ 150) closest AEs240

to each node within a maximum radius of rmax = 7 mm or rmax = 10 mm, respectively,241
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depending on the overall AE activity in a specific foreshock time window. This method242

provides an optimized resolution for b-value estimates while accounting for a changing AE243

event density in different parts of the fault. Nevertheless, each b-value still represents a244

volume rather than one specific point on the fault surface.245

We computed the seismic moment release per volume (M0/V ) between slip events by246

summing the seismic moment within spheres of constant radius centered at fault plane247

nodes. AE event density (φ) maps were created by counting events within spherical248

subvolumes of the fault plane which were then corrected for volume size and length of the249

time windows of fore- and aftershock occurrences.250

3. Results

3.1. Fault topography and microstructure

Post experimental inspection of the samples showed areas of complex fault structure251

consisting of gouge, a damage zone containing microcracks with varying density, and the252

host rock which was characterized by little damage. The initial grain-size distribution after253

fracturing decreased substantially during frictional sliding due to comminution, leading254

to the creation of large amounts of ultra-fine rock powder. The combination of grain255

comminution and the localized occurrences of AE events close to the central fault plane as256

well as the decrease of the residual friction with progressive stick slips suggested an ongoing257

reshaping of the fault surface. The successive stick-slip events lead to an accumulation of258

fine-grained gouge on the fault surfaces (Figure 5 left) as a result of asperity grinding and259

grain-size reduction. We observed both highly fractured fine grained gouge and individual260

larger rock particles that were produced through the propagation of larger cracks into261
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the host rock. Different grain sizes may be an expression of different stages of damage262

evolution.263

We performed a CT-scan of sample Wgrn05 after experiment completion which re-264

vealed a heterogeneous fault structure with different size cracks between the ends of the265

notches. We identified a fault zone with one or possibly several through-going fault sur-266

faces that accommodated the macroscopic slip. Several subsets of cracks formed a zone of267

highly fractured rock of variable thickness (Figure 5 center). This zone was up to ∼ 1 cm268

wide. We observed an anomalously thin part of the fault zone towards the center of the269

sample. This area could have led to episodic fault locking and enhanced microcracking in270

the vicinity due to stress intensification. Visual inspection of fault topography after the271

experiments (Figure 5 right) supports the theory of the existence of large asperities on the272

fault surface: several areas of increased roughness and larger relief changes were observed273

forming points of contact between the two host rock surfaces of the sample. Despite the274

complex fault structure, we observed many slip-parallel slickensides of up to 0.5 cm length.275

Slickensides in laboratory experiments are connected to dynamic slip events [Engelder ,276

1974] and are also encountered in exhumed, natural faults.277

3.2. Stress drop and duration

The loading curves of our sliding experiments showed sudden slips with large stress278

drops in addition to many smaller slip events with varying stress drops. We investigated279

the connection between stress drops and duration of macroscopic slip events by compiling280

data from samples Wgr01, Wgrn04 and Wgrn05 (Figure 6). The confining pressure281

for all three rock specimen was 150 MPa but in contrast to Wgrn04, and Wgrn05,282

Wgr01 did not contain any notches. The sliding experiment of Wgr01 was dominated283
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by an extended period of high differential stresses with relatively small stress changes284

of ∼ 20 MPa. We observed several small slips that may have prepared the fault for the285

large slip event which occurred after ∼ 60 min. Experiments performed on Wgrn04286

and Wgrn05 produced slip events in a systematic fashion without extended preparatory287

periods. For all three specimens, we observed two different groups of slip events: (1) slips288

with ∆σ & 130 MPa which were always abrupt with max. durations of less than 0.1 s,289

(2) low stress drop events (∆σ . 50 MPa) with longer durations. The slip events with290

largest stress drops exhibited also sudden onsets and the shortest durations. Small stress291

drop events showed longest duration of up to 6 s. (The accuracy of the duration of large292

stress drop events was limited by the sampling rate of the load-cell so that all values293

between 0.06–0.1 s could be seen as upper limits.) Abrupt and slower slip events occurred294

at similar stress levels. This emphasizes that not only the far-field stress levels determine295

the onsets of slip events but also geometric fault heterogeneities may have an important296

influence on the locations of rupture nucleation points and times.297

3.3. Aftershock rates and locations

We computed AE-rates by summing events in 0.1 s bins for a 5-second period after each298

slip event. Figure 7 shows aftershocks after slip event 2 and 5 of Wgrn05 in linear and299

logarithmic scale as an example of a typical rate decay after slips. The AE-rate decreased300

rapidly for the first 0.2–1 s followed by a more gradual decrease over several seconds until301

reaching the pre-slip rates. To quantify this behavior we use the Omori-Utsu law [Utsu,302

1962] which captures both a power law decay and an initial period for which the rate is303
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lower than predicted by a power law:304

dN

dt
=

K

(c+ t)p (5)305

where dN
dt

is the aftershock rate and t is the time after slip. K, c, and p are empirical306

fitting parameters. K is related to the productivity of the aftershock sequence, c describes307

the length of the time window of initial deviation from power law decay and p is the rate308

decay exponent. Slip event 2 of Wgrn05 had a significantly shorter period of deviation309

from the power law compared to slip event 5 resulting in a smaller c-value. The overall310

productivity and rate of decay was higher for aftershocks of slip 5.311

Table 2 shows results from the analysis of the aftershock rates of all slip events of312

Wgrn04 and Wgrn05. Wgrn04 showed p-values close to unity except for slip 3 where313

we observed a high p-value of 1.21. c-values varied between 0.19 and 0.34 and K-values314

changes between 15.71 and 20.11. The observed activity, Ntot, and peak rate, ( dN
dt

(t = 0))315

right after slip event occurrence decreased for each successive slip event of Wgrn04.316

The decay rate p and delay time c for specimen Wgrn05 decreased systematically317

from slip event 1–6 except for slip event 5 which was connected to anomalously high318

parameters in the Omori-Utsu law. The recorded number of AEs within the aftershock319

sequence 5, Ntot, exceeded the two preceding ones despite exhibiting a comparably low320

initial AE-rate, ( dN
dt

(t = 0)). Small dN
dt

(t = 0) and high Omori-Utsu parameters for321

aftershock sequence 5 could be an indication of a large amount of small events that were322

not recorded during the period right after the slip onset which would explain high K-values323

despite lower observed activity Ntot. Slip event 5 produced also the largest stress drop of324

all events possibly connected to a change in fault roughness, e. g. due to the fracture of325
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a large asperity. Hence both mechanical and AE aftershock data could be explained by326

the failure of a fault asperity. There are strong trade-offs between the parameters of the327

Omori-Utsu law and dN
dt

(t = 0) (and hence K, given c and p) is difficult to estimate. If328

we fix c to 0.2, for example, the trend in p is less clear. We leave statistical exploration329

of significance to a latter stage when more experiments are available.330

Figure 8 shows the locations of main- and aftershocks for the three slip events of331

Wgrn04 and the six slip events of Wgrn05 in the fault coordinate system. Hypocenter332

locations were projected onto the fault plane and are viewed, looking onto the fault plane333

(top in Figure 8) and looking at a side view of the fault plane (bottom in Figure 8).334

The AE activity was very low within 0.1 s after the mainshock occurrence possibly due335

to events that were hidden within the mainshock coda. Thus the nucleation spot of a336

macroscopic slip event (red stars in Figure 8) could simply be defined as the hypocenter337

location of the largest amplitude event during that 0.1 s time frame. The mainshocks were338

clustered between [Zf = 46, Xf = −7] and [54, 6] in a ∼ 0.5 cm3 volume for Wgrn04 and339

[44,−4] and [53, 5] in a ∼ 1.5 cm3 volume for Wgrn05 close to the fault plane. Slip event340

2 of Wgrn05, which nucleated in the lower part of the sample, formed an exception.341

Common nucleation spots of macroscopic slips could indicate a common mechanism for342

their creation, for example the rupture of strong fault plane heterogeneities or areas with343

increased roughness. The aftershocks in both experiments occurred throughout the sample344

with a small degree of localization on the fault plane. This could be caused by enhanced345

micro-cracking during strain release and lower differential stresses after slip events. The346

following section will focus on a detailed analysis of fault geometry and its changes with347

successive slip events of Wgrn05 and Wgrn04.348
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3.4. AE-based asperity detection

We now concentrate on the identification of larger-scale asperities and their role dur-349

ing the nucleation process of the six slip events of Wgrn05. We analyzed the spatial350

distribution of foreshock behavior preceding slip events of Wgrn04 and Wgrn05. One351

prominent feature of the spatial distribution of foreshocks was an abrupt change from high352

to low activity which was observed within the same area over multiple slip events. Figure353

9 shows an example of the foreshock activity to slip event 1 and 2 of Wgrn05 which354

changed from high at [Zf = 55, Xf = 3], to almost no at [52, 5] to little activity at [45, 5]355

along the Zf-axis. The variation in AE activity could be a result of different fault-plane356

roughness along this path. The activity contrast is likely to be connected to an asperity357

region highlighted by a red circle in Figure 9. Large magnitude foreshocks nucleated close358

to the asperity boundaries, probably due to crack initiation and growth in preparation of359

asperity failure. The mainshocks of slips 1, 3, 4, and 6 were located close to an activity360

’gap’ region. The asperity seemed to control the nucleation spots of most slip events so361

that during locked periods large foreshocks nucleated predominately in its proximity.362

3.5. Mapping b-values, AE-event density and moment release

Figure 10 shows the AE event density, b-value, and moment release for the foreshocks363

of slip 1 of Wgrn05. The foreshocks were clustered within several areas with elevated364

event densities. Largest AE event densities were measured at [Zf = 37, Xf = 8], [62, 3],365

and [72,−2]. The large heterogeneity of AE densities points towards the existence of a366

few, larger-scale asperities which caused AEs to cluster in their proximity. One area of367

anomalously low b-values was located about 5 mm to the left of the high event density368

region [42, 7] and a second low b-values area was located at [56, 5]. The center of the369
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previously identified asperity region was located between these two regions. To emphasize370

differences in b-values we compared the frequency-magnitude distributions (FMD) of AEs371

within and outside of the asperity (Figure 10 lower left). The FMD for AEs connected372

to the asperity contained relatively more large-magnitude events which caused the large373

difference of ∼ 0.5 in b-values. The mainshock occurred well within a zone of low b-value.374

Similarly to the event density and b-value maps, the moment release was dominated by375

two main areas centered at [45, 7] and [56, 5].376

To investigate if low b-value regions and high event densities were always located close377

to the asperity and to determine the corresponding relative locations of the slip nucleation378

points, we performed a spatial b-value mapping for foreshocks of all six slips of Wgrn05379

and plotted the contour lines of the mean AE densities for each slip event (see Figure 11380

for examples of b-value maps for slip event 2, 3, and 5 of Wgrn05). The nucleation points381

of 5 out of the 6 slip events of Wgrn05 were within an area of low b-values. For the first382

three slip events the highest fore- and aftershock densities were centered at similar points383

just to the right of the asperity. Aftershock locations started to deviate from foreshock384

locations after slip event 3. Areas of high aftershock densities still seemed to border low385

b-value regions but were now shifted to the lower left, centered at [45,−8]. The asperity386

region (red circle in Figure 11) can be identified through combining information of event387

density and b-value maps. An overlap between high foreshock densities and low b-values,388

bordering high aftershock densities, was an indicator for the location of an asperity region389

close by. High aftershock densities seemed to occur at its outer edges. These observations390

underline that the asperity caused relatively larger-magnitude AEs to nucleate at its391
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boundaries, creating areas of relatively lower b-values and elevated fore-and aftershock392

densities.393

Figure 12 shows AE event densities and b-values for Wgrn04. The aftershocks following394

slip 1 exhibited highest densities above and below a region with several relatively low b-395

values of less than 0.74. We identified an asperity region by applying similar criteria (a396

combination of low b-value, increased moment release, and event density) as for Wgrn05.397

These areas were characterized by low b-values and an abrupt change from low to high398

foreshock activity. Initially, we observed about four different low b-value anomalies on the399

fault plane which suggested several candidate regions that met our asperity criteria. The400

decrease in complexity of b-value maps after the first slip enabled the identification of one401

specific asperity centered at [50, 4]. The highest fore- and aftershock densities (centered at402

[55,−8], [47, 15] for slip 1, [55,−8], [38, 0], [40, 0], [45, 5], for slip 2, and [55,−8], [42,−12],403

[40,−3], [40, 5], [50, 15] for slip event 3) were located around the asperity. Again, the404

highest fore- and aftershock densities occurred in different fault regions indicating a shift405

in activity as a consequence of stress transfer between some areas of the fault plane during406

slip.407

To provide information on the location of asperities, AE event-density maps image408

the degree of clustering of seismic activity within certain time frames of a particular409

experiment. Figures 11 and 12 show contours of the mean densities before (solid contour410

lines) and after (dashed contour lines) the slip events of Wgrn04 and Wgrn05. The411

foreshock densities of Wgrn04 showed a larger spatial variation with successive slips412

while the foreshocks to slip events of Wgrn05 were centered approximately at the same413

point. We observed an evolution of the AE densities of Wgrn05 to a broader spatial414
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distribution so that larger parts of the fault plane were covered by high AE activity while415

individual spots with high densities contributed less to the total activity (Figure 12).416

During the first two slips, only one major cluster was active, located towards the center417

of the sample. With each successive slip, the AE activity became more distributed and418

separate clusters were formed. The gradual increase in activity in different fault areas419

indicates a smoothing process, resulting in a distributed set of small-scale asperities that420

carried the load and contributed to the AE activity. This process was most visible for slip421

events 1 to 3 of Wgrn04.422

To compare information of AE locations with post-experimental fault microstructure,423

we superimposed AE hypocenters on the CT-images of Wgrn05. We show results for two424

exemplary slip events (slip event 2 and 5) of Wgrn05. Figure 13 shows the foreshocks of425

slip event 2 colored with magnitude. AE hypocenter locations follow the larger-scale fault426

structure. Most AEs could be linked to specific cracks. The uncertainty in hypocenter427

determination of 3 mm lead to a slightly larger spread of AEs compared to the discrete428

microcrack traces of the CT images. The demonstrated fault structure is a compilation of429

many fracture and slip events while the AEs were taken from a narrow zone corresponding430

to the CT slice during one specific time window only. These effects explain the differences431

between fault structure and AE locations.432

Several large foreshocks (yellow and orange dots) nucleated in fault proximity on larger-433

scale flaws. Less AE activity was observed close to the notches and away from the fault434

plane. Several AE-clusters were distributed along the fault, perhaps caused by small-435

scale fault heterogeneities. The previous area of high foreshock activity contrast was also436

observed on the fault plane at [26, 45], highlighted by a red circle in Figure 13. Three437
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larger foreshocks (at [27, 43], [25, 43], [24.5, 43.5]) occurred just below this region and a438

dense cluster of large amplitude events above it occurred at [27.5, 47]. The spatial ’gap’439

in AE activity coincided with an area of narrow fault zone, visible in the CT-images. The440

other parts of the fault zone were wider, consisting of a gouge layer between many small441

and large cracks. The change from larger fault zone width and multiple fault planes to a442

narrow zone could be responsible for the enhancement of microcracking and seismicity in443

this area.444

Figure 14 shows a superposition of the CT scan and foreshocks prior to slip event 5.445

The overall seismic activity was smaller and more localized than before slip event 2. We446

observed several large foreshocks which pre-dominantly nucleated within or close to the447

asperity region. The mainshock originated on the fault plane within the asperity. High448

activity inside the asperity and large-magnitude events can be connected to continuous449

fracture or grinding of the previously identified asperity region leading up to slip event 5.450

The combination of seismic and fault structural information revealed that the region of451

low b, high seismic moment, and high AE-event-density was connected to an anomalously452

thin part of the fault zone. Asperity regions were characterized by small fault zone width,453

without anastamosing cracks and possibly bare rock surfaces that were in contact and454

caused the fault to be locked in this region.455

4. Discussion

Within the scope of the described experiments, we found some compelling similarities456

between microseismicity occurrences during sliding of fracture surfaces and crustal seis-457

micity: (1) Laboratory AE records can be separated into fore-, main-, and aftershocks458

based on their origin times, rates, and magnitudes. We observed a comparatively low459
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rate during foreshock periods that accelerated almost instantaneously during mainshock460

occurrence which is usually the largest magnitude AE of the sequence. (2) The after-461

shock rate decay after macroscopic slip can be described by the Omori-Utsu law. (3)462

The frequency-magnitude distribution of micro-seismicity in our experiments followed a463

Gutenberg-Richter distribution with an average value of b ≈ 1.1 and a range between464

0.7 and 1.3, which is similar to values observed for earthquake catalogs. b-values were465

higher for aftershock sequences than for foreshocks which is in agreement with Weeks466

et al. [1978]. (4) Similarly to studies conducted on natural seismicity, we performed a467

detailed b-value mapping based on AEs that occured before macroscopic slip events. The468

spatial mapping revealed a connection between asperity regions and areas of low b-values.469

This connection has also been observed for areas of increased fault strength within the470

continental crust [Wiemer and Wyss , 1997; Wyss et al., 2000; Schorlemmer and Wiemer ,471

2005]. The spatial variations of b-values before slip onsets seem to be a promising tool472

for the characterization of fault heterogeneity. Absolute b-values cannot be meaningfully473

compared between laboratory experiments and real earthquakes (or even between different474

earthquake catalogs) because they depend partly on magnitude definitions.475

We observed higher AE foreshock densities and high moment release associated with476

asperity regions. Slip events nucleated in the proximity or from within asperity regions,477

coinciding with areas of low foreshock b-value. A precise estimate of size and location of478

asperities was limited by the spatial resolution of b-value maps. The analysis of foreshock479

hypocenter distributions demonstrated that large events occurred preferably at the bound-480

aries of asperity regions. Both low and high foreshock activity regions are found within481
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or close to asperity regions forming a distinguishable contrast which was not observed in482

other areas of the fault.483

The foreshock densities changed abruptly close to the asperity region before most of the484

macroscopic slips. Slip event 5 of Wgrn05 resembled an exception in that most of the485

activity was focused within the asperity region prior to slip. This event was connected to486

low post-rupture strength and the largest stress drop. Slip event 6 again was preceded by487

the same characteristics of low b, high AE density at asperity edges, and higher moment488

release. This indicates that the geometric asperity remained largely stationary within the489

amount of applied displacement despite of high AE activity close by and many slip events490

which nucleated in its proximity.491

In the absence of large, geometric heterogeneity, for example, during fracture experi-492

ments of homogeneous rock samples, stress concentrations identified by AE clusters are493

usually localized at the outer sample surface [Lockner et al., 1991]. During our experi-494

ments we did not observe AE clustering at the sample boundaries or in proximity to the495

tips of the notches, but rather AEs appeared to localize close to the fault and clustered496

in certain areas on the fault plane. The fact that AE activity occurred localized within497

a zone of high damage is also connected to a lack of a characteristic length scale of AEs.498

Both AE-based FMDs and b-values, computed from events within a volume close to the499

fault surface, did not show a preferred AE magnitude. The region around the fault axis500

was dominated by high damage, i.e. crushed grains and high micro-crack densities as a501

result of a series of stick-slips. Initial grain size distributions were unlikely to have had a502

significant influence on micro cracking and AE magnitudes after several slip events and503
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sample fracture. This supports our interpretation that fault plane asperities were one504

main factor in controlling the locations and size of AEs.505

Our experiments provide the possibility to monitor the evolution of a natural fracture506

surface to a fault zone that contains a gouge layer, a damage zone, and the intact host507

rock. The largely persistent asperity regions were closely connected to the creation of508

macroscopic slip events. The faults of both experiments, Wgrn04 and Wgrn05, showed509

evidence of smoothing with successive slip events which could be recognized by more510

distributed micro-seismicity occurrences and lower residual stresses after slip events.511

We observed a set of small and large slip events with various stress drops. Slip events512

within one experiment had the potential to grow both small or large at similar bulk513

stresses. This indicates that additionally to far field stress levels local stress field per-514

turbations as a result of geometric fault heterogeneity seem to have a large influence on515

slip event size, stress drop, and duration. Large slip events were connected to differential516

stress drops between 130–370 MPa, corresponding to a drop in shear stress between 57 and517

160 MPa. The small slip events had a maximum differential stress drop of ∼ 40 MPa. Slip518

events could be separated into small stress drop events with long duration and large stress519

drop events that had short slip durations (∆t ≤ 0.1 s). This difference could possibly be520

used to evaluate if slip events are likely to grow to large sizes before the rupture actually521

stops. Stress drops of slip events with short durations were larger than for mining-induced522

seismicity which exhibits shear stress drops of up to 70 MPa [McGarr et al., 1979]. A true523

comparison between natural and laboratory stress drops is limited because of the large524

influence of the loading frame stiffness on lab-results [Brace and Byerlee, 1966].525
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One major difference between our stick-slip events and natural seismicity is that none of526

the macroscopic slips were contained within the fault surface but rather caused slip along527

the entire fault. In contrast to strike-slip earthquakes, which usually nucleate and stop528

within the fault zone, the end of our ruptures were limited by the sample dimensions and529

would otherwise extend further. This poses a problem on the estimation of earthquake-530

equivalent seismic moment and rupture area for our laboratory slip events, and could531

partially be responsible for high stress drops.532

Even though we found many similarities between AE statistics and those of crustal533

seismicity, the majority of AE source types differ from crustal earthquakes. AE moment534

tensors usually contain large isotropic components. These could be a result of micro-535

mechanical processes only observable at lab scales, for example, damage and surface cre-536

ation due to tensile cracking and grain fracture. Despite the deviations of AE sources537

at the smallest scale, some of the larger magnitude AE events can be modeled as double538

couple sources [Zang et al., 1998; Thompson et al., 2009].539

5. Conclusions

We conducted triaxial compression experiments on three Westerly granite samples with540

and without notches and recorded mechanical and seismic data throughout each exper-541

iment. During triaxial loading of the previously created fault, several macroscopic slip542

events occurred with small and large stress drops. Larger slip events had shorter slip543

duration with increasing stress drops which could possibly be used to determine the size544

of a rupture before it actually stopped. The two experiments on notched rock specimens545

(Wgrn04, Wgrn05) produced a series of nine stick-slip events. Eight out of these nine546

events nucleated within areas of high foreshock moment release, AE-event density, and547
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low b-value. We demonstrated similarities between microseismicity connected to stick-slips548

and natural seismicity. An asperity region was identified in CT-scan images of specimen549

Wgrn05 by anomalously thin fault zone width. The asperity definition based on AE data550

coincided with the same area. The overall AE distribution indicates a fault smoothing551

process after several stick-slips as a result of the failure of large asperities which probably552

let to a broader distribution of the stress on many load bearing asperities.553

Larger scale asperities which approach their critical strength are connected to locally554

more abundant high amplitude AE events and to the nucleation spots of large slips. Highly555

stressed asperities cause events to grow larger once they nucleate, providing an explanation556

for relatively lower b-values. The regions of spatial seismicity anomalies show the same557

characteristics during several stick-slip sequences, indicating the persistence of fault-plane558

heterogeneity over extended periods. We note a similarity between the current laboratory559

findings and seismicity based asperity characterization at the San Jacinto-Elsinore fault560

system [Wyss et al., 2000], the Hayward fault in Northern California [Wyss , 2001] and the561

Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault [Wiemer and Wyss , 1997; Schorlemmer et al.,562

2004]. These studies showed that crustal scale asperities are connected to low b-value563

anomalies and can influence the nucleation points and slip distribution of large-magnitude564

earthquakes. High-resolution mapping of b-values, seismic moment, event density, and the565

identification of connected areas with large contrasts in seismic activity could be used to566

further improve asperity identification based on natural seismicity.567
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A
max

P-onset

Figure 1. left: Schematic diagram of loading conditions and stresses. Arrows in lower

left specify the sample specific coordinate system. right: Sliding of fault with naturally

developed roughness in fault specific coordinate system which is also used for the later

AE representation.
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Figure 2. Differential stress and axial displacement (ux) for experiment Wgrn05 with

characteristic stick-slip behavior. The slip events with large stress drops are labeled from

1 to 6. All slip events with large stress drops nucleated within a differential-stress window

of 30 MPa (upper dashed lines). The residual stress decreased systematically after each

successive stick slip as indicated by the downward sloping dashed line.
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Sample lrs ln Pcfrac Pcslide
σmaxfrac

σmaxslide
uxmax Nslips

cm cm MPa MPa MPa MPa mm

1 Wgr01 8.5±0.15 - 75±0.5 150±0.5 780±6 570±6 3.1 1

2 Wgrn04 5±0.15 1.5±0.15 75±0.5 150±0.5 610±6 400±6 3.0 3

3 Wgrn05 4.2±0.15 1.9±0.15 75±0.5 150±0.5 505±6 295±6 4.1 6

Table 1. Overview of experiments and boundary conditions conducted on samples

Wgr01, Wgrn04, and Wgrn05. Wgr01 was fractured in its intact condition while

Wgrn04 and Wgrn05 contained notches. lrs: approximate length of the rough fracture

surface, ln: length of each notch, Pcfrac : confining pressure during fracture stage, Pcslide
:

confining pressure during frictional sliding of the fractured surfaces, σmaxfrac
: maximal

differential stress during fracture stage, σmaxslide
: maximal differential stress during sliding,

uxmax : maximum vertical displacement, Nslips: number of abrupt slip events with large

stress drops.
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Figure 3. AE waveforms within a ∼0.5 s (main axis), 20 ms (center) and 0.15 ms

(upper insert) time window of slip event 2 of experiment Wgrn05 as well as a waveform

of a ’typical’ AE event (lower insert). The waveforms connected to slip onsets were clearly

distinguishable from commonly observed AEs by their amplitude and duration. Note that

time scales are in ms for upper and lower insert.
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Figure 4. Differential stress (gray line), AE-rate average (black line), standard deviation

(shaded gray region) and background rate (dashed gray line) for all slip events of Wgr01,

Wgrn04 and Wgrn05 within a 15 s time window of slip onsets, stacked to t=0. The

origin times of slip events were determined from the stress drop onsets and compared to

AE data. The highest AE-rates occurred within less than 100 µs of the stress drops.
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Figure 5. (Left) Photo of gouge, which was produced within the fault zone during the

6 stick slips of Wgrn05, consisting of ultra-fine and larger grains. Larger rock flag at

lower right shows evidence of slickensides and black elongated grains as a result of slip

under high normal stress. (Center) CT image of the fault structure with scale in mm

after the completion of the experiments. The fault width and gouge layer thickness varied

along the fault. (Right) Photo of fault surface with many slip-parallel slickensides and

topographic relief changes of up to 2 mm.
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Figure 6. Stress drop (∆σ) and duration of slip events for three different samples. Ver-

tical errors represent uncertainties in stress measurements while horizontal uncertainties

are estimated errors for onset picks of stress drop start and end which are larger for small

stress drops due to a smaller signal to noise ratio. Slip events with large stress drop had

a maximum duration of 0.1 s. Decreasing stress drops were connected to increasing slip

durations of up to 6 s. The duration uncertainty for all large stress drops was 0.1 s while

low stress drop events had estimated uncertainties of 0.5 s.
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Figure 7. AE aftershock rates for slip events 2 and 5 plotted in linear and logarithmic

scale.
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Wgrn04 K c p Ntot N0

1 20.11 ± 0.64 0.20 ± 0.02 1.09 ± 0.05 751 114

2 15.71 ± 0.63 0.19 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.06 590 87

3 19.01 ± 1.61 0.34 ± 0.05 1.21 ± 0.10 550 68

Wgrn05 K c p Ntot N0

1 21.11 ± 1.27 0.32 ± 0.03 1.53 ± 0.09 655 116

2 13.29 ± 0.57 0.20 ± 0.02 1.28 ± 0.08 542 104

3 10.61 ± 0.50 0.18 ± 0.03 1.24 ± 0.09 492 86

4 13.44 ± 0.53 0.17 ± 0.02 1.10 ± 0.07 505 94

5 38.57 ± 10.8 0.73 ± 0.13 1.98 ± 0.23 518 68

6 14.97 ± 0.45 0.15 ± 0.01 1.10 ± 0.05 609 122

Table 2. Parameters K, c, p of Omori law fit for slip events of experiments Wgrn04

and Wgrn05. c is in seconds and both Ntot and N0 number of events. Ntot is the total

number of events within an aftershock sequence and N0 is the initial and also maximum

number of events within an aftershock sequence.
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Figure 8. Upper plots show AEs (main- and aftershocks) projected onto fault plane,

lower plots image AEs within a plane normal to the fault for samples Wgrn04 (left)

and Wgrn05 (right). The red stars indicate the location of the large amplitude AEs

coinciding with the onset of the stress drops for all slip events. Dots are aftershocks to

slip events colored with size. The nucleation points of stick-slips cluster within similar

regions for individual experiments except for event 2 of Wgrn05.
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Figure 9. Examples of AE foreshock activity based on slip event 1 and 2 of Wgrn05.

The red circle highlights an area of a relatively sharp contrast between low and high AE

activity. Many large amplitude events were produced in the periphery of this area before

each of the slip events.
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Figure 10. Examples of AE-event density (φ), b-value and moment release maps

computed for AEs occurring before slip event 1 of experiment Wgrn05. Slip event one

(red star) nucleated close to or from within an area of high φ, M0 and low b-value. The

fmds for high and low b-value regions are compared (lower left in central subplot). The

asperity region is connected to low b-values, high event density and moment release.
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Figure 11. b-value maps based on foreshocks, contours of fore- (dashed line) and after-

shock (solid black line) densities, hypocenters of 10 largest aftershocks and the mainshock

nucleation points of slip events 2, 3 and 5 of experiment Wgrn05. The size of the after-

shocks is indicated by legend at the lower right. The previously identified asperity region

is indicated by the red circle. Low b-value regions are situated at the border of high AE

activity regions of both fore- and aftershocks which mark similar regions for the first three

pre-slip periods and are deviating significantly for events 4-6.
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Figure 12. b-value, fore- and aftershock densities, main and largest aftershock loca-

tions plotted similarly to figure 11 but now for three different slip events of experiment

Wgrn04. A combination of b-value maps, AE-event densities and foreshock locations

enables the identification of an asperity region (red circle) which is also the nucleation

spot of macroscopic slip events.
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Figure 13. CT-scan of central part of sample obtained after the experiments and

AE-hypocenters (colored dots) for the stick periods before slip event 2 of Wgrn05. The

colors of hypo-center locations corresponds to their magnitudes. The red circle highlights

the likely site of a large asperity which was centered at [27,45].
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Figure 14. CT-scan and AE hypocenters colored according to magnitude for foreshocks

to slip event 5 of Wgrn05. Most of the AE activity is concentrated within the asperity

region indicated by a red circle.
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